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Monumental
Flagpoles
™

World’s Tallest Flagpoles
Trident Support is the world’s leading expert specializing in the design, manufacture and installation of
record-breaking Stately Flagpoles™ and Monumental
Flagpoles.™ Currently the Guinness World Records
holder for the six Tallest Unsupported Flagpoles in the
World, Trident Support is ready to assist your organization in building a flagpole that’s guaranteed to make a
lasting impression.

Dushanbe, Tajikistan | 165m
Aqaba, Jordan | 132m

Tallest Unsupported
Flagpole World Record
Achievements
Dushanbe, Tajikistan  165m
Baku, Azerbaijan 
162m
Ashgabat, Turkmenistan 133m
Aqaba, Jordan 
132m
Amman, Jordan 
127m
Abu Dhabi, U.A.E. 
123m

Baku, Azerbaijan | 162m
Amman, Jordan | 127m

Ashgabat, Turkmenistan | 133m
Abu Dhabi, U.A.E. | 123m

Stately Flagpoles

™

Trident Support’s Stately Flagpoles™ combine elegance, impressive
height, superior design, and durability for a truly “Stately” appearance.
Designed to display and fly a National, regional, state, or corporate
flag in grand style, Trident Support’s Stately Flagpole™ will enhance
the appearance of central parks, corporate headquarters, city
squares, stadiums, or any other architectural centerpiece.

Commercial &
Architectural Flagpoles
Trident Support offers a complete range of Commercial and
Architectural Flagpoles and Banner Poles tailored for hotels,
retail storefronts, and other commercial properties. In addition to
a standard range of Aluminum, Stainless Steel, and Fiberglass
(GRP) Flagpoles and Banner Poles, Trident Support proudly offers
our own premium line of Prestige™ Flagpoles. Our Prestige™
line of flagpoles are available in standard heights from six to 24
meters, and are assembled to exacting standards in our Dubai
facility from the finest quality components from the U.S. and
throughout the world.

Flags & Banners
Big flagpoles require big flags, and Trident Support has the
experience and knowledge to manufacture massive flags
designed to fly in the harshest environments under extreme
conditions. Trident Support uses the highest quality flag fabrics
available in the world today which are stitched together using
heavy duty industrial sewing machines and techniques in our own
facility in Dubai. Our years of experience in flying massive flags on
world record flagpoles has enabled us to create the heaviest duty,
longest lasting flags on the market. We proudly make our flags in
a variety of sizes, from standard sizes for commercial flagpoles, up
to “massive” sizes for our Monumental Flagpoles.™

Trident Support doesn’t just sell
flagpoles. We install and maintain
them as well, offering a full service
solution for your flagpole requirements. Whether your flagpole is a
standard commercial pole installed
at ground level, a large flagpole
installed on the rooftop of a building, or a world record Monumental
FlagpoleTM installed anywhere on
the globe, Trident Support’s
technical installation crew has the
experience and skill sets to get the
job done efficiently and safely.
Prior to any sale, Trident Support
offers our clients free consultative
advice on recommended flagpole
heights, materials, finishes, and
mounting techniques which are
suitable for the desired locations.
Flag etiquette and appropriate
flag sizes are also taken into
consideration when consulting
with our client’s demands.
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